I. INTRODUCTION
Perovskite oxides have been widely studied for the variety of compositions, structures, and properties that they display. They can generally be described as ABO 3 compounds where A is a large metal ion located in a cavity, often 12-coordinated, bordered by BO 6 octahedra sharing corner oxygens. Via chemical substitution, the perovskite family can be dramatically extended, for example, to double perovskite structures with formulas of A 2 BB'O 6 , AA'B 2 O 6 or AA'BB'O 6 where the metal sites are occupied by more than one type of element 1 . Many different combinations of A, A' and B and B' are allowed, and thus in addition to the resulting structural complexities, perovskites offer many interesting physical properties, such as high temperature superconductivity 2, 3 , large magnetoresistance 4 and ferroelectricity 5 . The first step in perovskite research is frequently to find and generally characterize new compounds with the perovskite structure. Although many double perovskites have been studied, relatively little is known about perovskites containing the Te 6+ ion 6 , whose size necessitates its B-site occupancy and whose charge requires at least a double perovskite to form for perovskite oxides. Recently, a new double perovskite, Ba 2 Bi 2/3 TeO 6 , was found, with Bi 3+ partially occupying one of the two independent B sites 7 . Formally, rare earth ions in oxides frequently have the same oxidation state as Bi 3+ with comparable sizes 8 (e.g. r Bi 3+ = 1.03Å, r La 3+ = 1.03Å and r Lu 3+ = 0.86Å for coordination number of six). Thus, in the current work we address the question of whether Bi 3+ can be replaced by trivalent rare earth ions in Ba 2 R 2/3 TeO 6 double perovskites, and whether insight can be gained about lattice stability in perovskites due to the fact that the rare earth radii can vary by as much as 30% across the series. Remarkably the double perovskite forms for rare earth ions from La to Lu. In addition to describing the structures of the new series, the magnetism of the rare earths in these double perovskites is characterized.
With this in mind, we synthesized 14 new cubic double perovskites, with chemical formulas Ba 2 R 2/3 TeO 6 (R = Y, La, Pr, Nd, Sm-Lu). The crystal structures were characterized using powder x-ray diffraction. Our results, along with the previous reported Ba 2 Bi 2/3 TeO 6 , show that the oxidation states as well as the relative sizes of the B ions play a substantial role in determining the stability of Ba 2 R 2/3 TeO 6 materials. The magnetic properties, systematically studied via temperature-and fielddependent magnetization measurements, are dominated by the rare earth magnetism, as expected, and show behavior consistent with observations in other rare earth oxide systems.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Synthesis: Ba 2 R 2/3 TeO 6 compounds were synthesized from stoichiometric mixture of BaCO 3 (Alfa Aesar, 99%), TeO 2 (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) and dried rare earth oxides
from Alfa Aesar, > 99.9%). The starting materials were ground and mixed in an agate mortar and then heated up to 1000
• C in an alumina crucible in air. For R = Ho-Lu, higher temperatures were used to obtain a pure phase. For R = Ho, the sample was heated up to 1150
• C and for R = Er-Lu, 1300
• C was needed. Pressing pellets and several intermediate re-grinding were performed to purify the phases. All final products are white and stable in air.
Structural determination: Powder x-ray diffraction patterns were measured using a Bruker D8 Advance Eco, Cu K α radiation (λ = 1.5406Å), equipped with a LynxEye-XE detector. Rietveld refinements were performed using GSAS software 9, 10 . The crystal structure drawing was plotted using the VESTA program 11 .
Magnetic property measurements:
Temperaturedependent (1.8-300 K) and field-dependent (0-90 kOe) magnetization measurements were made using a QuanarXiv:1708.04982v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 16 Aug 2017 tum Design (QD) physical property measurement system (PPMS) Dynacool equipped with the vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) option. Powder samples were loaded in standard QD transparent, plastic, capsules and mounted on a brass half-tube sample holder.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Room-temperature powder x-ray diffraction data for Ba 2 La 2/3 TeO 6 and Ba 2 Lu 2/3 TeO 6 are shown in Fig. 1 as examples. All observed peaks can be indexed with a cubic double perovskite structure. A simple perovskite structure, with the R 3+ and Te 6+ atoms mixed randomly on the B sites, aside from being highly unlikely due to the apocalyptic differences in charge and size between R
3+
and Te 6+ ions, is qualitatively eliminated by the observation in all samples of peaks that can only be indexed by a combination of odd indices on the double perovskite super cell (i.e. two times the basic perovskite cell of ∼4.2Å) (Supplementary information Figure 1 ). In the insets of Fig. 1 , the high angle (660) peaks are shown. Apart from expected double peak structure due to Cu K α1 /K α2 splitting, no further peak splitting or asymmetry is observed, indicating a clear cubic structure for all the materials. Thus the Ba 2 R 2/3 TeO 6 double perovskite compounds crystallize in cubic symmetry, with space group F m3m (S.G.225), with lattice parameters varying from 8.5533 (3) 
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We employed the structure of Ba 2 Bi 2/3 TeO 6 7 as the starting model for the Rietveld structural refinements. It is clear that our Rietveld refinement results, as shown by red lines in Fig. 1 , mathc very well with the black observed diffraction data. The refined χ 2 and R p values are 2.4 and 12.6% for La; 2.1 and 9.9% for Lu, for example, with only 1 positional parameter involved-the x parameter of the oxygen in the 24e sites. Although the precision of the x parameter determined by laboratory powder xray diffraction is only ∼1%, it is sufficient for the present purposes. To further understand the crystal structure of Ba 2 R 2/3 TeO 6 , we take Ba 2 Gd 2/3 TeO 6 as an example. Detailed crystallographic information of Ba 2 Gd 2/3 TeO 6 are listed in Table I . The crystal structure drawing of Ba 2 Gd 2/3 TeO 6 is shown in Fig. 2 . In this double perovskite, the Gd 3+ and Te 6+ ions occupy the centers of GdO 6 and TeO 6 octahedra,respectively, which are then structurally arranged in the A 2 BB'O 6 order found in the Elpasolite K 2 NaAlF 6 structure type 12 . This B site ordering is consistent with the expected structure stability phase diagram 13 . We can also calculate the Goldschmidt tolerance factor as 14 : r = Table II . The data are summarized in Fig. 3 . The figure shows the lattice parameters for Ba 2 R 2/3 TeO 6 plotted as a function of the Shannon and Prewitt (S&P) R 3+ ionic radii 8, 15 , as well as the actual measured R-O and Te-O separations. The ideal values for the latter two quantities, with the (S&P) ionic radii for RO 6 -coordination and r O 2− = 1.40Å used for the calculation are also plotted, as is a comparison of these structural parameters to those found for Ba 2 Bi 2/3 TeO 6 7 .The lattice parameters show a monotonic, essentially linear increase with increasing R 3+ ionic radius in this series, a trend that is consistent with the lanthanide contraction 16 . The lattice parameter of Ba 2 Y 2/3 TeO 6 is similar to that of Ba 2 Ho 2/3 TeO 6 , which is also consistent with their ionic radius. At the tabulated ionic radius for Bi 3+ , however, the lattice parameter for Ba 2 Bi 2/3 TeO 6 7 falls at a lower value than is found for the rare earth series. The Y-O and Te-O bond lengths obtained are anomalous-the former being lower than expected when compared to the other rare earths and the latter higher than expected. This is not clearly associated with a problem determining the oxygen positional parameter in this compound as the error bars are no larger in this case than in the others. An interesting comparison, presenting a curious puzzle, is seen on comparison of the observed R-O and Te-O bond lengths vs. those calculated from the (S&P) R 3+ radii for octahedral coordination plus the radius of O 2+ = 1.4Å. It can be seen that the R-O bond length variation is smaller than expected, and, while the Te-O bond length variation is approximately 1/3 that observed for the R-O bond length, and in the same direction, the values are very close to that expected from the (S&P) radii. Naively, one would interpret the data to say that the Te-O bond is being stretched slightly by the rare earth octahedra. But that does not explain why the R-O bond lengths increase more slowly with the rare earth radii than expected. This discrepancy also cannot reasonably be accommodated by a relaxation of the oxygens towards the empty octahedral sites, as that relaxation should be constant across the R series, determined by the O-O repulsion, and not a function of the R 3+ size. 
FIG. 2. (Color online)
Crystal structure of Ba2Gd 2/3 TeO6, with a-axis pointing out of the page. Oxygen is in red; gadolinium is purple with partial occupancy; barium is in green and tellurium is in brown.
(As a constant value it cannot impact the slope of the line). Finally, the issue also cannot be resolved if the R 3+ radii in the B site for oxide perovskites is less than is seen more generally for 6-coordination-the slope of the line would still not match observations. Thus our observations suggest that an additional factor is in play, of potential interest for future study.
Next, we consider the magnetic properties of Ba 2 R 2/3 TeO 6 . In Fig. 4 and Lu 3+ bear no local moment due to a lack of unpaired 4f electrons, the magnetization of these three
TABLE II. Refined lattice parameters (a), unit cell volumes (V), oxygen atomic position (xO), Te-O bond distances (dT e−O ) and R-O bond distances (dR−O) of Ba2R 2/3
TeO6 from x-ray powder diffraction data and measured effective moments. (2) 1.94(2) 2.22(2) members are essentially temperature-independent. All of them are diamagnetic, primarily contributed by core diamagnetism, with a magnitude of ∼10 −4 emu/mol-R. The magnetization upturn at low temperature for Ba 2 Y 2/3 TeO 6 and Ba 2 Lu 2/3 TeO 6 can be attributed to a very small amount paramagnetic impurity. For example, mixing 0.05% molar impurity of Dy into Lu would give rise to a similar Curie-Weiss like upturn in magnetization at low-temperature as shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 5 shows the temperature-dependent magnetic sus- ceptibility of Ba 2 Pr 2/3 TeO 6 . Above 250 K, the inverse magnetic susceptibility increases roughly linearly with temperature. A linear fit above 250 K based on CurieWeiss law yields an effective moment of 3.7 µ B , which is close to the expected value (3.6 µ B ). Deviation from linear behavior at lower temperatures may due to a large CEF splitting. No signature that can be associated with magnetic ordering was observed down to 1.8 K.
Temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility of Ba 2 Sm 2/3 TeO 6 is shown in Fig. 6 . It shows a strong temperature-dependence. However, as manifested in the inset of Fig. 6 , the inverse magnetic susceptibility of Ba 2 Sm 2/3 TeO 6 does not exhibit a linear behavior in the high-temperature range. This was also seen in many other Sm based oxides [17] [18] [19] , and is often attributed to a large contribution from Van Vleck magnetic susceptibility as the excited states of Sm 3+ are close to its ground state multiplets 16 . The ground state of Eu 3+ does not bear a local moment because it has a total angular momentum J = 0. The temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility, shown in Fig. 5 , increases monotonically with decreasing temperature down to ∼100 K and then remains close to constant at lower temperatures. Similar to Sm 3+ , the excited states of Eu 3+ are close to its non-magnetic ground state 16 . Van Vleck paramagnetism, which is inversely proportional to the energy differences between states, thus becomes important for Sm 3+ and Eu 3+ . The other members of Ba 2 R 2/3 TeO 6 series all display a clear Curie-Weiss behavior at high-temperatures. The temperature-dependent inverse magnetic susceptibilities are shown in Fig. 7(a) and field-dependent magnetization measured at 1.8 K are shown in Fig. 7(b) Gd 3+ is magnetically isotropic due to a zero orbital angular momentum: L = 0. Its temperature-dependent inverse magnetic susceptibility decreases linearly down to 1.8 K, showing no deviation due to CEF splitting. It also extrapolates to a Curie-Weiss temperature that is close to zero, indicating a very small magnetic interaction between Gd 3+ . This weak interaction between rare earth ions can be understood from the structure point of view. Given the fact that un-paired 4f electrons in R
3+
are spatially localized and have little direct overlap with oxygen p-orbitals, the interaction between rare earth ions lacks a viable channel in an insulator. In addition, each RO 6 octahedron is surrounded by six TeO 6 octahedra (with a full d shell for Te 6+ ). Thus the TeO 6 octahedra simply increase the distance between neighboring rare earth ions, further weakening the R − R magnetic dipole interaction.
The field-dependent magnetization of Ba 2 Gd 2/3 TeO 6 reaches its saturation moment, 7 µ B , at 90 kOe. The other members shown in Fig. 7 all exhibit various degrees of CEF depopulation as temperature decreases. This is illustrated by a deviation from linear inverse magnetic susceptibility at low temperatures. It is also illustrated in Fig. 7 (b) where saturation moment is only reached for Ba 2 Gd 2/3 TeO 6 . None of the Ba 2 R 2/3 TeO 6 shows signatures that can be associated with long range magnetic ordering or a short range spin glass state down to 1.8 K.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we report the synthesis, structural and magnetic properties of a new series of cubic double perovskite: Ba 2 R 2/3 TeO 6 (R = Y, La, Pr, Nd, Sm-Lu). All compounds were synthesized via solid state reaction in air. Structurally, trivalent rare earth ions and Te 6+ undertake a standard alternating ordering on the B sites of the double perovskite structure-the K 2 NaAlF 6 structure type. The rare earth ion sites in Ba 2 R 2/3 TeO 6 are only 2/3 occupied to balance the charge. This occupancy is also confirmed by temperature-dependent magnetization measurements where the measured magnetic effective moments are close to theoretically calculated values. Lattice parameters for Ba 2 R 2/3 TeO 6 decrease linearly with decreasing rare earth ionic radius, following the lanthanide contraction. Further research may be of interest to determine the reason for the apparent discrepancy between the R-O distances found here and the expected based on the S&P tables. None of the discovered compounds order magnetically down to 1.8 K.
